
Mycelium of Japan 
 
I. 
 
Beautiful morning, beautiful morning. Beautiful spring morning in winter. 
 
Where the promontory beetles out over the ocean, and the path winds down its side through 
sagebrush and wildflowers. 
 
See the whale flying in, the ships arrayed for its capture, the red and blue and green of their 
spinnakers puffed, but they too small for the whale; it could topple them with a shrug of its 
island bulk. 
 
The in  distance       and which 
city the glows           to  we 
 
s p e e d. 
 
II. 
 
—Where are we Tokyo?    It must be Osaka. Hot and early today the way the sun rises, 
painting the sky empty blue.      Do I want to go for Bagels?     Sure let’s find a place. 
 
Later that morning, when they sat eating together in the park, Emily looked across the street 
at a flight of pigeons rising over the telephone poles while rubbing cream cheese against the 
prickly bagel and said: 
 
—It’s good to see you again. 
 
III. 
 
At night when violet took the sky the streetlights cast a milky glow and the door of the 
balcony slid open. 
 
In the graveyard the funeral came to its end; she placed a rose on her father’s grave. I want to 
see his life through to the end. 
 
In the island hills it begins to rain. Every time a bell rings alone I forget my place. 
 
Every time the islands rise 
 
IV. 
 
a street light a stop sign 
 
flowing over the tiles of water a whale 
 
wind through the streets on starry 
 
In Kyoto each morning she brushes 



 
or light falling through the window 
 
a royal cloud in the sky 
 
shirt off at the beach 
 
V.  
 
Lastly mushrooms in a cluster under the tree. 
 
Who is that at the end of the street. 
 
 Up into the sky blowing  
 apart the wind. 
 
Fast change lanes and turn. 
Drives backwards over  
the street. 
 
In the distance 
 in the distance 
in the distance  in the distance 
      in the distance 
     in  the 
distance       distance 
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